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There is hardly anywhere more Swedish than Dalarna. A large part of the Swedish culture and folklore, from
traditions to customs, which is cherished and (re)lived until this very day, comes from this region. This

cultural wealth can easily be combined with the natural beauty that the province has to offer in abundance:
vast forests, beautiful lakes (big and small), abundant wildlife, quiet beaches and plenty of space to enjoy all
this beauty. In the north of the province you can find mountain slopes that compose a surprising landscape of

space and emptiness above the tree line. 75% of the lower landscape consists of forests, where moose,
wolves, bears and lynx live, but also many smaller animals. You can walk around endlessly without seeing
any other human being.The landscape in the middle of the province is dominated by Lake Siljan. On its

shores, you will find pleasant villages and beautiful beaches. Walking along the waterfront, combined with a
visit to Dalarna?

Walking in Dalarna The Heart of Sweden van Bodengraven Paul Barten Marco Amazon.com.au Books.
Hiking is an excellent way to discover what Dalarna has to offer. But to really get a feel for the place its a

good idea to book onto one of Johannisholm Adventures tours and activities. Falun Sweden.

Dalama Sweden

Within a close walk you can go swimming and fishing in wintertime the lake is a great place to go skateing or
skiing. a heartshaped. that forms the heart of the Gamla Stan with its photogenic houses and Nobel Museum.
Walking in Central Sweden provides a combination of everything beautiful that Sweden has to offer. Falun is
as the capital of Dalarna. The city of Falun offers traditional dalecarlian culture exciting history at the The
World Heritage Site of the copper mine and nice city centre. The entire trail from Abisko in the north to

Hemavan in the south extends 440km and would take a month to complete. Walking in Dalarna The Heart of
Sweden There is hardly anywhere more Swedish than Dalarna. Hosted by Gunilla. Walking in Dalarna The
Heart of Sweden Sweden Dalarna Amazon.de van Bodengraven Paul Barten Marco Fremdsprachige Bücher.

You can borrow a bicycle or take a hike in the woods.
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